Good Morning All,

Please see below information on some social media profiles that have been reporting on the events in Lafayette Park/BLM Plaza, courtesy of US Secret Service. Additionally, we have found a few Twitter handles that have been live streaming:

- @
- @

Thanks,

[Signature]

Lieutenant, Intelligence Branch
Homeland Security Bureau
D.C. Metropolitan Police Department
Cell: (202) dc.gov
Email: dc.gov

“We are here to help”

Begin forwarded message:

From: (WFO) <usss.dhs.gov>
Date: June 23, 2020 at 12:48:21 AM EDT
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Twitter Profiles of Interest For the Protests/Riots

For situational awareness I am sending you a couple of Twitter Profiles I came across while searching for videos of the civil disobedience that were taking place in Lafayette Park. The most interesting of the group being DC Oracle @oracle_dc which provides public maps with information on safe zones. The profile bio requests that people “please DM with intel or if you need urgent help.” This profile provides information on law enforcement presence as well as potential egress routes for protesters. The profile was created in June of 2020, currently has 3,585 Followers and has made 874 tweets/retweets. Screenshots attached for your review.

The second twitter handle of interest, Abolish The Police @alloutdc202, claims to be a collective of DC antifascist activists. The profile has 2,450 followers. I am attaching a screenshot of some posts of interest. I’ve done a brief skim of the profile and have not come across any posts inciting violence or any threats towards any USSS protectees/facilities. The profile has posted/retweeted timely updates on the situation in Lafayette Park and earlier today encouraged people to show up to Lafayette Park to help hold the line for the Black House Autonomous Zone (BHAZ).

The following Twitter profiles post and retweet similar posts as mentioned above:
1) FreedomFightersDC, @FFD2020, 11.6 K Followers
2) BlackLivesMatterDC, @DMVBlackLives, 64.4 K Followers
Respectfully,

Special Agent | Washington Field Office
United States Secret Service
m: 202

Sent from my iPhone

Abolish the police
824 Tweets

Abolish the police @alloutdc202 · 4h

Hundreds of protesters have barricaded MPD out of H St, Lafayette Square and black lives matter plaza.

Come downtown, bring tents, your friends and loved ones and help us hold the #bhaz #blacklivesmatter 🧸
#dcprotest
#blackhouseautonomouszone
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Abolish the police @alloutdc202 · 4h

Dc has a Bhaz #BlackLivesMatter 🧸

BLACK HOUSE
Abolish the police

@ · 4h
#dcprotestors preparing to
the andrew jackson statue
#whitehouse at #bhaz
#blackhouseautonomousz
#dcprotests #wadcprotest
Abolish the police

@ 4h
#dcprotestors preparing to topple the andrew jackson statue
#whitehouse at #bhaz
#blackhouseautonomousz
#dcprotests #wadcprotests
Abolish the police @allou

Pigs cleaning tents, just looking for a reason to harass people

6pm tonight blm plaza we...

#BlackLivesMatterDC
Not followed by anyone you’re following

Tweets

Pinned Tweet

DC_Oracle @oracle_dc · 40s
Replpying to @oracle_dc

11:40 maps

Most accurate live map: sh://BMQTX

All locations appx. Increased. Not all mapped.
Multiple prisoner transports to BLM Plz

Primary safe exit through 1...
UPDATE:

9:55 pm

Add'l potential safe egress BLM Plz around eye, toward...
10:40 maps

Most accurate live map: sh
BMQTX

All locations appx. Heavy L
Not all mapped.

Possible safe exits from PL
For the latest information on the District Government’s response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov.